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ABSTRACT
KURARA is an aircraft designed to have a vertical take-off and fly with high speed
like jet. To achieve some of the tasks in aided services like
1. Fast deployment and rescue coordination
2. Aid distribution
3. Evacuation of casualties
during natural disasters. It is also designed for armed services with minute
alterations
with
designs.
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1. History
When we try to go back in time and try to find out when exactly did humans
had idea to build a vehicle that could fly, it really turns way too strange. It’s not
Galileo or Write brothers; it’s still long back in time.

Fig 1.1 Egyptian Histories

In 1848, an archaeological expedition working in Egypt discovered strange
hieroglyphs on a ceiling beam at an ancient temple in Abydos, several hundred
miles south of Cairo. The hieroglyphs were carefully copied and brought back to
Europe. The mysterious images gave rise to heated debate amongst Egyptologists.
Eventually, however, they were dismissed as bizarre objects that nobody could
adequately explain and were forgotten.
In the mid 1990's photographs and videos, taken primarily by tourists who
had visited Abydos, began to appear on the internet. They depicted the 'strange
machine hieroglyphs' originally discovered in the nineteenth century. The temple
in which they were found was built by Pharaoh Seti I around three thousand years
ago. To the modern viewer it is clear that the strange machines, so mysterious to
the Victorians, are in fact various types of flying craft and a tank. One of the
aircraft is a helicopter. There is no mistaking it. It has a rotor blade, cockpit and
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tailfin typical of a modern battle helicopter. On the face of it, this is one of the
most astounding discoveries ever to have been made in Egypt.
Not surprisingly, perhaps, the ancient high-tech machinery glyphs have
been dismissed out of hand by modern Egyptologists. Given the great body of
knowledge that now exists with regard to ancient Egypt, the concept of the
Egyptian military flying around in sophisticated aircraft three thousand years ago
is simply ludicrous. The conventional explanation for these mysterious carvings,
fielded by Egyptologists, is that they are just illusions. The most likely cause of
these anomalous hieroglyphs is considered to be due to re-facing and re-carving
of the original temple stonework, and to weathering effects. Over a protracted
period of time, it is believed that parts of the reworked stone have fallen away,
revealing older hieroglyphs underneath. In effect, sections of the original and recarved hieroglyphs have become overlapped to produce altered images that bear
little, if any resemblance, to the original images. Such images are termed
'palimpsests' by Egyptologists.
Re-carving of inscriptions was a common phenomenon in ancient Egypt.
When newly installed Pharaohs adopted the structures of previous rulers, they
sought to make them their own by overwriting the hieroglyphs of their
predecessors. Indeed, some refurbishment of the Seti I temple at Abydos is
known to have taken place when it was acquired by his son and successor
Ramasses II. Looking at the photograph shown above, however, or higher
resolution photographs readily accessible on the internet, it is clear that nothing
has fallen away from the carving of the helicopter and other military craft. They
are continuous intact images. The helicopter, for example, is precise in every
detail, down to its finely carved rotor blade.
These are old paintings of
Jesus Christ crucified, you can
see the encircled part, having
some objects that look flying
that resembles gas balloons or
parachutes and some sort of
aircrafts.
Fig 1.2 Painting Mysteries
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Fig 1.3 vimana shastra

Above figure 1.3 shows the images seen in ancient book of India called
Vimana shastra. The Vaimānika Shāstra ( वैमानिक शास्त्र, lit. "shastra on the topic
of Vimanas"; sometimes also rendered Vimanika, Vymanika) is an early 20thcentury Sanskrit text on aeronautics obtained by psychic channeling and
automatic writing. It makes the claim that the vimānas mentioned in ancient
Sanskrit epics were advanced aerodynamic flying vehicles, similar to a rocket.
The existence of the text was revealed in 1952 by G. R. Josyer who asserted
that it was written by Pandit Subbaraya Shastry (1866–1940), who dictated it
during the years 1918–1923. A Hindi translation was published in 1959, while the
Sanskrit text with an English translation was published in 1973. It contains 3000
shlokas in 8 chapters which Shastry claimed was psychically delivered to him by
the ancient Hindu sage Bharadvaja. The text has gained favor among proponents
of ancient astronaut theories.
A study by aeronautical and mechanical engineering at the Indian Institute
of Science, Bangalore in 1974 concluded that the aircraft described in the text
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were "poor concoctions" and that the author showed a complete lack of
understanding of aeronautics. The study also states "The Rukma Vimana was the
only one which made sense.

Fig 1.4 Pushpaka Vimana

The word Vimana comprises of Vi, “the sky” and Mana, meaning,
“measure”. Vimana is one that measures the sky as it traverses through it. Indian
legends have many stories of Vimana. By far, the most popular of them is that of
Pushpaka Vimana which was used by Rama to return from Lanka to Ayodhya
along with Sita, after vanquishing Ravana.
This Pushpaka Vimana was the one in which Vibhishana, the then crowned
King of Lanka, brought Rama and the entire entourage to Ayodhya. This particular
Pushpaka Vimana which was in the Airport hangar of Ravana, originally belonged
to Ravana’s step brother, Kubera, from whom Ravana took it.
Ravana had many Vimana in his aero plane hangar. Infact, Ravana had six
airports in his kingdom of Lanka. They being,
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1. Weragantota in Mahiyangana -In the Sinhalese language, this word means a
place for an aircraft to land.
2. Thotupola Kanda at Hoton Plains–The word Thotupola means a port, a
place that one touches during one’s journey. Kanda means rock. Thotupola
Kanda is a flat land over a rocky range at a height of 6000 feet from sea
level. So this means that it could only have been a port of call for a
transport vehicle that could travel in air. So it must have been an airport
and not a sea port. The present airport of Sri Lanka at Colombo, is called
Videsha Bandaranayake Guwan Thotupola in Sinhala where again Guwan
means air and Thotupola means port.
3. Usangoda on the southern coast
4. Wariyapola in Kurunegala
5. Wariyapola in Mattale – the word Wariyapola is said to have been derived
from Watha-ri-ya-pola meaning place for landing and takeoff of aircrafts.
6. Gurulupotha in Mahiyangana – the word Gurulupotha in Sinhalese means
parts of birds, indicating this to be an aircraft hangar or repair centre.
These are some examples which depict that idea of aircrafts were there
from very long time for people.

2. SECRET BEHIND THE NAME

Fig 2.1 Osprey the bird
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The word KURARA is obtained from Sanskrit which means OSPREY which is
a species of Eagle.
Osprey (Pandion haliaetus), sometimes known as the sea hawk, fish eagle
or fish hawk, is a diurnal, fish-eating bird of prey. It is a large raptor, reaching
more than 60 cm (24 in) in length and 180 cm (71 in) across the wings. It is brown
on the upperparts and predominantly greyish on the head and underparts, with a
black eye patch and wings.
The Osprey tolerates a wide variety of habitats, nesting in any location near
a body of water providing an adequate food supply. It is found on all continents
except Antarctica although in South America it occurs only as a non-breeding
migrant.
Osprey is 0.9–2.1 kg (2.0–4.6 lb) in weight and 50–66 cm (20–26 in) in
length with a 127–180 cm (50–71 in) wingspan. The subspecies are fairly close in
size, with the nominate subspecies averaging 1.53 kg (3.4 lb), P. h. carolinensis
averaging 1.7 kg (3.7 lb) and P. h. cristatus averaging 1.25 kg (2.8 lb). The wing
chord measures 38 to 52 cm (15 to 20 in), the tail measures 16.5 to 24 cm (6.5 to
9.4 in) and the tarsus is 5.2–6.6 cm (2.0–2.6 in). The upperparts are a deep, glossy
brown, while the breast is white and sometimes streaked with brown, and the
underparts are pure white. The head is white with a dark mask across the eyes,
reaching to the sides of the neck. The irises of the eyes are golden to brown, and
the transparent nictitating membrane is pale blue. The bill is black, with a blue
cere, and the feet are white with black talons. A short tail and long, narrow wings
with four long, finger-like feathers, and a shorter fifth, give it a very distinctive
appearance.
In flight, the Osprey has arched wings and drooping "hands", giving it a gulllike appearance.

3. Introduction
KURARA is an aircraft designed to have a vertical take-off and fly with high
speed like jet. To achieve some of the tasks in aided services like
1. Fast deployment and rescue coordination
2. Aid distribution
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3. Evacuation of casualties
during natural disasters

3.1 Concept

Fig 3.1.1 Conceptual design

Conceptual wise KURARA is designed based on the shape of eagle. For an
effective vertical take-off wing structure is in Gull-shape. When eagle’s wings are
stretched, we can observe that it forms an M-like structure, the advantage of this
M-shape design is been adopted in this aircraft.

3.2 Configuration
KURARA is a combination of rotor craft and jet aircraft, it holds the
advanced power of reaching any terrain just like helicopters and carry heavy
objects like rotor crafts and can fly at speed of air-breathers.
KURARA holds the power of dual rotor system, with co-axial hub and tiltrotor technology. Blades of rotor designed in elongated ‘C’ like structure to create
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enormous suction and effective exhaust of the same. A relevant sketch of rotor
and hub configuration is been shown in figure 3.2.1

Fig 3.2.1 Rotor and Hub configuration

Fig 3.2.2 Engine duct configuration
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In present time, we have many types of engines like wankel engines, diesel
engines, precooled jet engine, electric engine and air-breather engine. I would say
that KURARA can perform good most of these engines, but for an effective use
air-breather kind of engines are to be adopted; because of its structural
configuration that directs more wind into the engine chamber when the bird is in
air. Figure 3.2.2 shows the engine duct.

3.3 Requirement
For the rotor and hub design shown in figure 3.2.1, some instrumentals
required are dual rotor system, this is motor technology where both the end of
motor will have facility to hold blades and rotate them parallel at same speed.
And it is also to be known that it has the capability of tilting the rotor i.e., tiltrotor technology for which there is requirement of ball-baring or rollor-baring
mechanism for a friction less adjustments between rotor hub and motor cylinder;
and also wing and rotor pipe junction.

Fig 3.3.1 Dual rotor system

Fig 3.3.2 Ball bearing and roller bearing system
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Since KURARA is designed for an air-breather system, main engine needed
is an air-breather type which intakes maximum air from one end, little amount of
air is compressed and sent for combustion and the remaining air is reaches the
exhaust of combustion providing maximum thrust. Typical air-breather engine is
shown in figure 3.3.3.

Fig 3.3.3 Air-breather engine system

3.4 Features
Some of the main features of KURARA aircraft are
a) Vertical Take-off
When the rotor assembly is horizontal (parallel) to the wings of
aircraft it provides the upward lift to the aircraft.
b) Hovering at low altitude
Because of the combination of dual rotor and coaxial rotor system,
aircraft has the capability of hovering at the lowest altitude like 10 15 feet from ground.
c) Both hovering and forward movement using rotor
Rotor assemble has the freedom to tilt vertically i.e., perpendicular
(+90˚) to aircraft wing. This provides the forward thrust to the
aircraft when it is in hovering state.
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d) Reverse movement of aircraft in mid-air
Since tilt rotor system is been adopted, the advantage of reverse
motion can be implemented. Rotor assembly can be tilted to -90˚ to
provide drag to the aircraft.
e) Use of air-breather for higher velocities
KURARA has the section to hold jet engine to provide higher
velocities. Basically it is advantageous to use Air-breather engines
because of the wing-structure.

4. Airfoil
An airfoil or aerofoil is the shape of a wing or blade (of a propeller, rotor,
or turbine) or sail as seen in cross-section.
An airfoil-shaped body moved through a fluid produces an aerodynamic
force. The component of this force perpendicular to the direction of motion is
called lift. The component parallel to the direction of motion is called drag.
Subsonic flight airfoils have a characteristic shape with a rounded leading edge,
followed by a sharp trailing edge, often with asymmetric camber. Foils of similar
function designed with water as the working fluid are called hydrofoils.
The lift on an airfoil is primarily the result of its angle of attack and shape.
When oriented at a suitable angle, the airfoil deflects the oncoming air, resulting
in a force on the airfoil in the direction opposite to the deflection. This force is
known as aerodynamic force and can be resolved into two components: Lift and
drag. Most foil shapes require a positive angle of attack to generate lift, but
cambered airfoils can generate lift at zero angle of attack. This "turning" of the air
in the vicinity of the airfoil creates curved streamlines which results in lower
pressure on one side and higher pressure on the other. This pressure difference is
accompanied by a velocity difference, via Bernoulli's principle, so the resulting
flow field about the airfoil has a higher average velocity on the upper surface than
on the lower surface. The lift force can be related directly to the average
top/bottom velocity difference without computing the pressure by using the
concept of circulation and the Kutta-Joukowski theorem.
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Fig 4.1 Different airfoils

4.1 Airfoil Terminology
The various terms related to airfoils are defined below:



The suction surface (a.k.a. upper surface) is generally associated with higher
velocity and lower static pressure.
The pressure surface (a.k.a. lower surface) has a comparatively higher static
pressure than the suction surface. The pressure gradient between these
two surfaces contributes to the lift force generated for a given airfoil.
The geometry of the airfoil is described with a variety of terms.

A key characteristic of an airfoil is its chord. We thus define the following
concepts:




The leading edge is the point at the front of the airfoil that has maximum
curvature.
The trailing edge is defined similarly as the point of maximum curvature at
the rear of the airfoil.
The chord line is a straight line connecting the leading and trailing edges of
the airfoil.
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The chord length, or simply chord, , is the length of the chord line and is
the characteristic dimension of the airfoil section.
The shape of the airfoil is defined using the following concepts:




The mean camber line is the locus of points midway between the upper and
lower surfaces. Its exact shape depends on how the thickness is defined;
The thickness of an airfoil varies along the chord. It may be measured in
either of two ways:
o Thickness measured perpendicular to the camber line. This is
sometimes described as the "American convention";
o Thickness measured perpendicular to the chord line. This is
sometimes described as the "British convention".

Two key parameters to describe an airfoil’s shape are its maximum
thickness (expressed as a percentage of the chord), and the location of the
maximum thickness point (also expressed as a percentage of the chord).
Finally, important concepts used to describe the airfoil’s behavior when
moving through a fluid are:




The aerodynamic center, which is the chord-wise length about which the
pitching moment is independent of the lift coefficient and the angle of
attack.
The center of pressure, which is the chord-wise location about which the
pitching moment is zero.

Fig 4.1.1 Airfoil structure
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Fig 4.1.2 KURARA airfoil

Thin airfoil theory is a simple theory of airfoils that relates angle of attack
to lift for incompressible, inviscid flows. It was devised by German-American
mathematician Max Munk and further refined by British aerodynamicist Hermann
Glauert and others in the 1920s. The theory idealizes the flow around an airfoil as
two-dimensional flow around a thin airfoil. It can be imagined as addressing an
airfoil of zero thickness and infinite wingspan.
Thin airfoil theory was particularly notable in its day because it provided a
sound theoretical basis for the following important properties of airfoils in twodimensional
flow:
(1) on a symmetric airfoil, the center of pressure and aerodynamic center lies
exactly one quarter of the chord behind the leading edge
(2) on a cambered airfoil, the aerodynamic center lies exactly one quarter of the
chord
behind
the
leading
edge
(3) the slope of the lift coefficient versus angle of attack line is units per radian
As a consequence of (3), the section lift coefficient of a symmetric airfoil of
infinite wingspan is:

where

is the section lift coefficient,

is the angle of attack in radians, measured relative to the chord line.
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(The above expression is also applicable to a cambered airfoil where is the angle
of attack measured relative to the zero-lift line instead of the chord line.)
Also as a consequence of (3), the section lift coefficient of a cambered
airfoil of infinite wingspan is:

where

is the section lift coefficient when the angle of attack is zero.

Thin airfoil theory does not account for the stall of the airfoil, which usually
occurs at an angle of attack between 10° and 15° for typical airfoils.

4.2 NACA series
The NACA airfoils are airfoil shapes for aircraft wings developed by the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA). The shape of the NACA
airfoils is described using a series of digits following the word "NACA." The
parameters in the numerical code can be entered into equations to precisely
generate the cross-section of the airfoil and calculate its properties.
 NACA four-digit wing sections define the profile by:
1. First digit describing maximum camber as percentage of the chord.
2. Second digit describing the distance of maximum camber from the airfoil
leading edge in tens of percents of the chord.
3. Last two digits describing maximum thickness of the airfoil as percent of the
chord.
For example, the NACA 2412 airfoil has a maximum camber of 2% located
40% (0.4 chords) from the leading edge with a maximum thickness of 12% of the
chord. Four-digit series airfoils by default have maximum thickness at 30% of the
chord (0.3 chords) from the leading edge.
The formula for the shape of a NACA 00xx foil, with "xx" being replaced by
the percentage of thickness to chord, is:
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where:





c is the chord length,
x is the position along the chord from 0 to c,
y is the half thickness at a given value of x (centerline to surface), and
t is the maximum thickness as a fraction of the chord (so 100 t gives the last
two digits in the NACA 4-digit denomination).

 NACA five-digit series describes more complex airfoil shapes:
1. The first digit, when multiplied by 0.15, gives the designed coefficient of lift
(CL).
2. Second and third digits, when divided by 2, give , the distance of
maximum camber from the leading edge (as per cent of chord).
3. Fourth and fifth digits give the maximum thickness of the airfoil (as per cent
of the chord).
For example, the NACA 12018 airfoil would give an airfoil with maximum
thickness of 18% chord, maximum camber located at 10% chord, with a design lift
coefficient of 0.15
The camber-line is defined in two sections:

where the chordwise location and the ordinate have been normalized by the
chord. The constant is chosen so that the maximum camber occurs at
;
for example, for the 230 camber-line,
and
. Finally,
constant is determined to give the desired lift coefficient; for camber-line 230
again,
is used.
 NACA six-digit series, an improvement over 1-series airfoils with emphasis
on maximizing laminar flow. The airfoil is described using six digits in the
following sequence:
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1. The number "6" indicating the series.
2. One digit describing the distance of the minimum pressure area in tens of
percent of chord.
3. The subscript digit gives the range of lift coefficient in tenths above and
below the design lift coefficient in which favorable pressure gradients exist
on both surfaces
4. A hyphen.
5. One digit describing the design lift coefficient in tenths.
6. Two digits describing the maximum thickness as percent of chord.
For example, the NACA 612-315 a=0.5 has the area of minimum pressure
10% of the chord back, maintains low drag 0.2 above and below the lift coefficient
of 0.3, has a maximum thickness of 15% of the chord, and maintains laminar flow
over 50% of the chord.

4.3 Airfoil Used
In KURARA it is NACA five-digit series used, i.e., NACA 23012

Fig 4.3.1 NACA-23012
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Bases on length of wing, it is divided into 10 divisions, each sections is
reduced to NACA-23012 based on its chord length at that distance form fixed end
of wing.

Fig 4.3.2 KURARA airfoils

Fig 4.3.3 Cross section of wing
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5. Wing Design
A wing is a type of fin with a surface that produces lift for flight or
propulsion through the atmosphere, or through another gaseous or liquid fluid.
As such, wings have an airfoil shape, a streamlined cross-sectional shape
producing a useful lift to drag ratio.
The word "wing" from the Old Norse vængr for many centuries referred
mainly to the foremost limbs of birds (in addition to the architectural aisle.) But in
recent centuries the word's meaning has extended to include lift producing
appendages of insects, bats, pterosaurs, boomerangs, some sail boats and
aircraft, or the inverted airfoil on a race car that generates a downward force to
increase traction.

Fig 5.1 Wing purpose

The design and analysis of the wings of aircraft is one of the principal
applications of the science of aerodynamics, which is a branch of fluid mechanics.
The properties of the airflow around any moving object can - in principle - be
found by solving the Navier-Stokes equations of fluid dynamics. However, except
for simple geometries these equations are notoriously difficult to solve.
Fortunately, simpler explanations can be described.
For a wing to produce "lift", it must be oriented at a suitable angle of attack
relative to the flow of air past the wing. When this occurs the wing deflects the
airflow downwards, "turning" the air as it passes the wing. Since the wing exerts a
force on the air to change its direction, the air must exert a force on the wing,
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equal in size but opposite in direction. This force manifests itself as differing air
pressures at different points on the surface of the wing.

5.1 Wing configuration
Aspect ratio
The aspect ratio is the span divided by the mean or average chord. It is a
measure of how long and slender the wing appears when seen from above or
below.


Low aspect ratio - short and stubby wing. More efficient structurally and
higher instantaneous roll rate. They tend to be used by fighter aircraft, such
as the Lockheed F-104 Starfighter, and by very high-speed aircraft (e.g.
North American X-15).



Moderate aspect ratio - general-purpose wing (e.g. the Lockheed P-80
Shooting Star).



High aspect ratio - long and slender wing. More efficient aerodynamically,
having less induced drag. They tend to be used by high-altitude subsonic
aircraft (e.g. the Lockheed U-2), subsonic airliners (e.g. the Bombardier
Dash 8) and by high-performance sailplanes (e.g. Glaser-Dirks DG-500).

Fig 5.1.1 Aspect ratio

 Wing sweep
Wings may be swept back, or occasionally forwards, for a variety of
reasons. A small degree of sweep is sometimes used to adjust the center of lift
when the wing cannot be attached in the ideal position for some reason, such as a
pilot's visibility from the cockpit. Other uses are described below.
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Straight - extends at right angles to the line of flight. The most structurallyefficient wing, it is common for low-speed designs, such as the P-80
Shooting Star and sailplanes.
Swept back, (aka "swept wing") - The wing sweeps rearwards from the root
to the tip. In early tailless examples, such as the Dunne aircraft, this allowed
the outer wing section to act as a conventional tail empennage to provide
aerodynamic stability. At transonic speeds swept wings have lower drag,
but can handle badly in or near a stall and require high stiffness to avoid
aeroelasticity at high speeds. Common on high-subsonic and early
supersonic designs e.g. the Hawker Hunter.
Forward swept - the wing angles forward from the root. Benefits are
similar to backwards sweep, also it avoids the stall problems and has
reduced tip losses allowing a smaller wing, but requires even greater
stiffness to avoid aeroelastic flutter as on the Sukhoi Su-47. The HFB-320
Hansa Jet used forward sweep to prevent the wing spar passing through
the cabin. Small shoulder-wing aircraft may use forward sweep to maintain
a correct CoG.

Some types of variable geometry vary the wing sweep during flight:




Swing-wing - also called "variable sweep wing". The left and right hand
wings vary their sweep together, usually backwards. Seen in a few types of
military aircraft, such as the General Dynamics F-111.
Oblique wing - a single full-span wing pivots about its midpoint, so that one
side sweeps back and the other side sweeps forward. Flown on the NASA
AD-1 research aircraft.

Fig 5.1.2 wing sweep
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 Variation along span
The wing chord may be varied along the span of the wing, for both
structural and aerodynamic reasons.






Elliptical - leading and/or trailing edges are curved such that the chord
length varies elliptically with respect to span. Theoretically the most
efficient, but difficult to make. Famously used on the Supermarine Spitfire.
The wings of the Seversky P-35 were semi-elliptical, having a straight
leading edge and progressively curved trailing edge. (Note that in
aerodynamics theory, the term "elliptical" describes the optimal lift
distribution over a wing and not the shape).
Constant chord - parallel leading & trailing edges. Simplest to make, and
common where low cost is important, e.g. in the Piper J-3 Cub but
inefficient as the outer section generates little lift. Sometimes known as the
Hershey Bar wing in North America due to its similarity in shape to a
chocolate bar.
Tapered - wing narrows towards the tip, with straight edges. Structurally
and aerodynamically more efficient than a constant chord wing, and easier
to make than the elliptical type. It is one of the most common wing
planforms, as seen on the Grumman F4F Wildcat.
Trapezoidal - a low aspect ratio tapered wing, where the leading
edge sweeps back and the trailing edge sweeps forwards as on the
Lockheed F-22 Raptor.
 Inverse tapered - wing is widest near the tip. Structurally inefficient,
leading to high weight. Flown experimentally on the XF-91
Thunderceptor in an attempt to overcome the stall problems of
swept wings.
 Compound tapered - taper reverses towards the root. Typically
braced to maintain stiffness. Used on the Westland Lysander army
cooperation aircraft to increase visibility for the pilot.
Constant chord with tapered outer section - common variant seen for
example on many Cessna types and the English Electric Canberra.
Zanonia or Bird wing - a curved shape appearing similar to a bird's
outstretched wing. Popular during the pioneer years, and achieved some
success on the Etrich Taube.
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Bat wing - a form with radial ribs. The 1901 Whitehead No. 21 has been the
subject of claims to the first controlled powered flight.
Circular - approximately circular planform modified with a horizontal tail.
The Vought XF5U used large propellers near the tips to dissipate its wingtip
vortices.
Flying saucer - tailless circular flying wing. The Avrocar demonstrated the
inherent instability of the design, while the Moller M200G used computers
to provide artificial stability in hover mode.
Flat annular wing - the circle has a hole in, forming a closed wing (see
above). Several Lee-Richards types flew shortly before the First World War.

Fig 5.1.3 Platform variation along span

 Delta wings
Triangular platform with swept leading edge and straight trailing edge.
Offers the advantages of a swept wing, with good structural efficiency and low
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frontal area. Disadvantages are the low wing loading and high wetted area
needed to obtain aerodynamic stability. Variants are:







Tailless delta - a classic high-speed design, used for example in the widely
built Dassault Mirage III series.
Tailed delta - adds a conventional tailplane, to improve handling. Popular
on Soviet types such as the Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21.
Cropped delta - tip is cut off. This helps avoid tip drag at high angles of
attack. At the extreme, merges into the "tapered swept" configuration.
Compound delta or double delta - inner section has a (usually) steeper
leading edge sweep e.g. Saab Draken. This improves the lift at high angles
of attack and delays or prevents stalling. Seen in tailless form on the
Tupolev Tu-144. The HAL Tejas has an inner section of reduced sweep.
Ogival delta - a smoothly blended "wineglass" double-curve encompassing
the leading edges and tip of a cropped compound delta. Seen in tailless
form on the Concorde supersonic transports.

Fig 5.1.4 Delta wings

 Cranked along span
The angle of sweep may also be varied, or cranked, along the span:
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Cranked arrow - similar to a compound delta, but with the trailing
edge also kinked inwards. Trialled experimentally on the General
Dynamics F-16XL.
M-wing - the inner wing section sweeps forward, and the outer
section sweeps backwards. Periodically studied, but never used on an
aircraft.
W-wing - A reversed M-wing. Studied even less than the M-wing and
likewise never used.

Fig 5.1.5 Cranked along span

5.2 Wing structure








Low wing - mounted near or below the bottom of the fuselage.
Mid wing - mounted approximately half way up the fuselage.
High wing - mounted on the upper fuselage. When contrasted to the
shoulder wing, applies to a wing mounted on a projection (such as the
cabin roof) above the top of the main fuselage.
Inverted gull - anhedral on the root section, dihedral on the main section.
The opposite of a gull wing. May be used to reduce the length of wingmounted undercarriage legs or allow a larger propeller. Two well-known
examples of the inverted gull wing are World War II's American F4U Corsair,
and the German Junkers Ju 87 Stuka dive bomber.
Gull wing - sharp dihedral on the wing root section, little or none on the
main section, as on the PZL P.11 fighter. Sometimes used to improve
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visibility forwards and upwards and may be used as the upper wing on a
biplane as on the Polikarpov I-153.
Dihedral - the tips are higher than the root as on the Boeing 737, giving a
shallow 'V' shape when seen from the front. Adds lateral stability.
Anhedral - the tips are lower than the root, as on the Ilyushin Il-76; the
opposite of dihedral. Used to reduce stability where some other feature
results in too much stability.

Fir 5.2.1 Different wing structures

5.3 KURARA wing Architecture

Fig 5.3.1 KURARA’s wing combination

As shown in figure 5.3.1 KURARA wing architecture is a combination of Mshaped wing configuration and Gull-shaped structure. There is only less studies
done on M-shaped in the research field, so to understand the advantage of this
shape we need to consider swept back and forward swept wing configuration.
The air flow in these 2 configurations is shown in the figure 5.3.2. Hence
analytically speaking inner part of wing behaves like forward swept wing that
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helps in directing the wing into engine chamber, and the outer section of wing
behaves like swept back wing configuration providing the advantage of swept
back wing.

Fig 5.3.2 Air-flow in swept back and forward sweep

Outer section of M-structure of wing extends to about 17 meter (55 feet)
having stiffener airfoil at every 5 feet intervals as shown in figure 4.3.3. From the
fixed end of the wing at a distance of about 5 meter (17 feet) a cylindrical opening
of 3 meter (10 feet) radius for the assembly for rotor system.

Fig 5.3.3 Actual outer wing
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Inner section of wing extends to a length of 4.5 meter (15 feet), which has a
partition at 1.5 meter (5 feet) towards outer wing junction, this partition is
designed for fuel storage, and other section is designed as engine chamber which
holds the aircraft engine. Cross section of inner section wing is shown in figure
5.3.5. The curve for direction air into engine chamber is at fuel section.

Fig 5.3.4 Actual inner wing

Fig 5.3.5 Cross section of inner wing
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Fig 5.3.6 Gull and M shape wing configuration

Fig 5.3.7 Configuration in flight
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6. Rotor system
A helicopter main rotor or rotor system is the combination of a rotary wing
and a control system that generates the aerodynamic lift force that supports the
weight of the helicopter, and the thrust that counteracts aerodynamic drag in
forward flight. Each main rotor is mounted on a vertical mast over the top of the
helicopter, as opposed to a helicopter tail rotor, which connects through a
combination of drive shaft(s) and gearboxes along the tail boom. A helicopter's
rotor is generally made of two or more rotor blades. The blade pitch is typically
controlled by a swashplate connected to the helicopter flight controls. Helicopters
are one example of rotary-wing aircraft.

Fig 6.1 Typical rotor system

The helicopter rotor is powered by the engine, through the transmission, to
the rotating mast. The mast is a cylindrical metal shaft that extends upward
from—and is driven by—the transmission. At the top of the mast is the
attachment point for the rotor blades called the hub. The rotor blades are then
attached to the hub. Main rotor systems are classified according to how the main
rotor blades are attached and move relative to the main rotor hub. There are
three basic classifications: rigid, semi rigid, or fully articulated, although some
modern rotor systems use an engineered combination of these classifications. The
rotors are designed to operate in a narrow range of RPM.
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Unlike the small diameter fans used in turbofan jet engines, the main rotor
on a helicopter has a large diameter that lets it accelerate a large volume of air.
This permits a lower downwash velocity for a given amount of thrust. As it is more
efficient at low speeds to accelerate a large amount of air by a small degree than
a small amount of air by a large degree, a low disc loading (thrust per disc area)
greatly increases the aircraft's energy efficiency and this reduces the fuel use and
permits reasonable range.

Fig 6.2 Bundesarchiv Bild 102-12440

6.1 Types of rotor system

 Single main rotor
The most common configuration is the combination of one main rotor and
one tail rotor. The tail rotor compensates for the torque that is produced by the
main rotor. The tail rotor also controls the helicopter along the vertical axis during
hover flight.
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 Tandem
The tandem rotor (or twin-rotor) configuration is used mainly with large
helicopters. Because of the opposite rotation of the rotors, the torque of each
single rotor is neutralized. The construction of the control system is much more
complicated compared to a helicopter with a tail rotor. The arrangement of two
rotors side by side was never very popular.

 Intermeshing
The twin-rotor synchropter is a system with two rotors that mesh into each
other, much like a gearwheel. Like the tandem rotor, this configuration doesn't
need a tail rotor because the torque is compensated for by the opposite rotation
of the rotors. This system was developed during the early days of helicopter flying
but fell into disuse.

 Coaxial
One rotor is located on top of the other. The two rotors turn in opposite
directions. Depending on which rotor produces more lift, the helicopter will turn
to the left or right, because of the torque. Helicopters with this configuration
cannot reach a high cruising speed because the drag is too large. Only after the
development of the rigid rotor was it possible to build the two rotors closer
together and reduce the drag considerably. This configuration has been chosen
mainly by Russian Kamov helicopters

 Tilt rotor
A tiltrotor is an aircraft which generates lift and propulsion by way of one
or more powered rotors (sometimes called proprotors) mounted on rotating
engine pods or nacelles usually at the ends of a fixed wing. It combines the
vertical lift capability of a helicopter with the speed and range of a conventional
fixed-wing aircraft. For vertical flight, the rotors are angled so the plane of
rotation is horizontal, lifting the way a helicopter rotor does. As the aircraft gains
speed, the rotors are progressively tilted forward, with the plane of rotation
eventually becoming vertical. In this mode the wing provides the lift, and the
rotor provides thrust as a propeller. Since the rotors can be configured to be more
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efficient for propulsion (e.g. with root-tip twist) and it avoids a helicopter's issues
of retreating blade stall, the tiltrotor can achieve higher speeds than helicopters.
A tiltrotor aircraft differs from a tiltwing in that only the rotor pivots rather than
the entire wing. This method trades off efficiency in vertical flight for efficiency in
STOL/STOVL operations.

Fig 6.1.1 Types of rotor system

6.2 Types of rotor blades
The blades of a helicopter are “wings’’ which produce aerodynamic force,
when are exposed at relative motion of air on their surface. The relative motion
of the engine hub, produce this relative movement, both forward, sideways and
back. The blades are designed to geometry adapted to different flight conditions.
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 Downwards bent edge
Whole bade structure will be straight till the end; at the end from a
particular distance blade will be bent down facing to ground. This kind of
structure helps in restring the flow of air to particular boundary.
 Upwards bent edge
Whole bade structure will be straight till the end; at the end from a
particular distance blade will be bent up facing to sky. This kind of structure helps
in funneling the flow of air through the rotor.
 Straight edge
Whole bade structure will be straight till the end. This kind of structure are
helpful at normal flow of air.
 Blunt edge
Whole bade structure will be straight till the end; at the end from a particular
distance blade will be blunt like in the form of a leaf. This kind of structure helps
in creating a coupling movement of air passing through the rotor.

Fig 6.2.1 Types of blades
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6.3 Rotor blade count
The feasibility on improving a Eurocopter AS 355F2 helicopter forward
flight speed via applying the different combination between rotor and engine was
presented by Nik Mohd N.A.R. and Wahab A.A. Their study was emphasizing the
changing of the number of blades from 3 to 4 blades and also blade sizing in order
to find the better forward flight speed from the existing rotor design. The
modification of the blade dimensions by reducing radius is about 10.19% and
chord about 11.4% of Eurocopter AS 355F2 helicopter which can improve the
maximum cruising speed by about 6.687%. The increment of the main rotor
number of blades from 3 to 4 blades did not excessively affect the cruising speed
capability of this particular aircraft. However it had shown a slight improvement
on helicopter. Nik Mohd also found that the large ratios between reverse flows to
the rotor area will cause the unstability of the helicopter.
The effect of changing the number of blades also depends on the solidity of
the blade to discover the better efficiency of hover performance. It was clearly
show from the experiment done by Micheal A.M and Francis J.M. The lower
solidity is the best in hover performance rather than the highest solidity because
of the increments of the figures of merit.
Effect of blade number and chord on hover performance is shown in the figure
6.3.1.

Fig 6.3.1 Effect of blade number and chord on hover performance
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6.4 KURARA blade design
For KURARA the blade is designed in reverse ‘C’ where the lower edge is
elongated that topper edge. Upper section helps in collecting more amount of air
and the lower section directs the air downwards with high velocity.
Dual blade system coaxial system helps in increasing the velocity of air
through the rotor.

Fig 6.4.1 Air flow at blades

Fig 6.4.2 Blade design
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Length of the rotor blades extends to about 3 meters (9.5feet) in length.
Where one end of blade is fixed to hub and other end is towards rotor ring, there
is a gap of 0.25ft between ring and blade.

Fig 6.4.3 Full length of blade

6.5 KURARA hub design
A hub is a physical structure designed to hold a bunch of elements with it
and helps in transformation of energy be it electrical, heat, signals or mechanical.
Some of the hub designs present in technology sector are Internet hub for the
spread of network signals, Electrical hub to transfer flow of electricity to set of
house, and here it is rotor hub which holds the blades of rotor and transfers
rotational motion to blade which is called mechanical transformation.

Fig 6.5.1 Different hub systems
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KURARA’s hub consists of a simple cup like dome having a radius of 1ft. It is
an assembly of 2 hub connected with a shaft at a distance of 1ft to each other.
Hence total height of hub assembly is 3ft.

Fig 6.5.2 Hub design

Fig 6.5.3 Hub assembly
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6.6 KURARA rotor assembly
KURARA rotor consists of 5 main parts
 Blades
 Hub
 Motor section
 Hollow pipe
 Rotor ring
So blades are structures used for the suction of air, hub is the structure used to fix
blades together, the shaft of hub is rotated using motor that is placed between 2
hubs. Hollow pipe is used for the inflow of fuel or electrical connection and also
acts as a fixing element with wings and rotor. Rotor ring is the strengthening
structure and protective element for the rotor.

Fig 6.6.1 Cross section of rotor

Fig 6.6.2 Hub and motor assembly
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Fig 6.6.3 Rotor ring

Fig 6.6.4 complete rotor assembly
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7. Dynamics
7.1 Aircraft dynamics
Flight dynamics is the science of air vehicle orientation and control in three
dimensions. The three critical flight dynamics parameters are the angles of
rotation in three dimensions about the vehicle's center of mass, known as roll,
pitch and yaw (quite different from their use as Tait-Bryan angles).
Aircraft engineers develop control systems for a vehicle's orientation
(attitude) about its center of mass. The control systems include actuators, which
exert forces in various directions, and generate rotational forces or moments
about the center of gravity of the aircraft, and thus rotate the aircraft in pitch,
roll, or yaw. For example, a pitching moment is a vertical force applied at a
distance forward or aft from the center of gravity of the aircraft, causing the
aircraft to pitch up or down.
Roll, pitch and yaw refer, in this context, to rotations about the respective
axes starting from a defined equilibrium state. The equilibrium roll angle is known
as wings level or zero bank angle, equivalent to a level heeling angle on a ship.
Yaw is known as "heading". The equilibrium pitch angle in submarine and airship
parlance is known as "trim", but in aircraft, this usually refers to angle of attack,
rather than orientation. However, common usage ignores this distinction
between equilibrium and dynamic cases.
A fixed-wing aircraft increases or decreases the lift generated by the wings
when it pitches nose up or down by increasing or decreasing the angle of attack
(AOA). The roll angle is also known as bank angle on a fixed-wing aircraft, which
usually "banks" to change the horizontal direction of flight. An aircraft is usually
streamlined from nose to tail to reduce drag making it typically advantageous to
keep the sideslip angle near zero, though there are instances when an aircraft
may be deliberately "sideslipped" for example a slip in a fixed-wing aircraft.
During design phase in analyzing the stability of an aircraft, it is usual to
consider perturbations about a nominal equilibrium position. So the analysis
would be applied, for example, assuming:
Straight and level flight
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Turn at constant speed
Approach and landing
Takeoff
The speed, height and trim angle of attack are different for each flight
condition, in addition, the aircraft will be configured differently, e.g. at low speed
flaps may be deployed and the undercarriage may be down.
Except for asymmetric designs (or symmetric designs at significant sideslip),
the longitudinal equations of motion (involving pitch and lift forces) may be
treated independently of the lateral motion (involving roll and yaw).
The following considers perturbations about a nominal straight and level
flight path.
To keep the analysis (relatively) simple, the control surfaces are assumed
fixed throughout the motion, this is stick-fixed stability. Stick-free analysis
requires the further complication of taking the motion of the control surfaces into
account.
Components of the aerodynamic force
The expression to calculate the aerodynamic force is:

where:
Difference between static pressure and free current pressure
outer normal vector of the element of area
tangential stress vector practised by the air on the body
adequate reference surface
projected on wind axes we obtain:
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where:
Drag
Lateral force
Lift
Aerodynamic coefficients
Dynamic pressure of the free current
Proper reference surface (wing surface, in case of planes)
Pressure coefficient

Friction coefficient

Drag coefficient

Lateral force coefficient

Lift coefficient
It is necessary to know Cp and Cf in every point on the considered surface.
Dimensionless parameters and aerodynamic regimes
In absence of thermal effects, there are three remarkable dimensionless
numbers:


Compressibility of the flow:
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Mach number


Viscosity of the flow:

Reynolds number


Rarefaction of the flow:

Knudsen number
where:
speed of sound
gas constant by mass unity
absolute temperature

mean free path
According to λ there are three possible rarefaction grades and their
corresponding motions are called:



Continuum current (negligible rarefaction):



Transition current (moderate rarefaction):



Free molecular current (high rarefaction):

The motion of a body through a flow is considered, in flight dynamics, as
continuum current. In the outer layer of the space that surrounds the body
viscosity will be negligible. However viscosity effects will have to be considered
when analysing the flow in the nearness of the boundary layer.
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Depending on the compressibility of the flow, different kinds of currents can be
considered:






Incompressible subsonic current:
Compressible subsonic current:
Transonic current:
Supersonic current:
Hypersonic current:

Drag coefficient equation and aerodynamic efficiency
If the geometry of the body is fixed and in case of symmetric flight (β=0 and Q=0),
pressure and friction coefficients are functions depending on:

where:
angle of attack
considered point of the surface
Under these conditions, drag and lift coefficient are functions depending
exclusively on the angle of attack of the body and Mach and Reynolds numbers.
Aerodynamic efficiency, defined as the relation between lift and drag coefficients,
will depend on those parameters as well.

It is also possible to get the dependency of the drag coefficient respect to the lift
coefficient. This relation is known as the drag coefficient equation:
drag coefficient equation
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The aerodynamic efficiency has a maximum value, Emax, respect to CL where the
tangent line from the coordinate origin touches the drag coefficient equation
plot.
The drag coefficient, CD, can be decomposed in two ways. First typical
decomposition separates pressure and friction effects:

There's a second typical decomposition taking into account the definition of the
drag coefficient equation. This decomposition separates the effect of the lift
coefficient in the equation, obtaining two terms CD0 and CDi. CD0 is known as the
parasitic drag coefficient and it is the base draft coefficient at zero lift. CDi is
known as the induced drag coefficient and it is produced by the body lift.

Parabolic and generic drag coefficient
A good attempt for the induced drag coefficient is to assume a parabolic
dependency of the lift

Aerodynamic efficiency is now calculated as:

If the configuration of the pane is symmetrical respect to the XY plane, minimum
drag coefficient equals to the parasitic drag of the plane.
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In case the configuration is asymmetrical respect to the XY plane, however,
minimum flag differs from the parasitic drag. On these cases, a new approximate
parabolic drag equation can be traced leaving the minimum drag value at zero lift
value.

Variation of parameters with the Mach number
The Coefficient of pressure varies with Mach number by the relation given below:

where




Cp is the compressible pressure coefficient
Cp0 is the incompressible pressure coefficient
M∞ is the freestream Mach number.

This relation is reasonably accurate for 0.3 < M < 0.7 and when M = 1 it becomes
∞ which is impossible physical situation and is called Prandtl–Glauert singularity.

Fig 7.1.1 Aircraft Dynamics
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7.2 Helicopter dynamics
Helicopter dynamics is a field within aerospace engineering concerned with
theoretical and practical aspects of helicopter flight. Its purpose is the knowledge
of forces and torques which appear in helicopter flight.
By extending the analysis to include the helicopter fuselage whilst
maintaining the simplified rotor model, it is possible to derive the equations of
equilibrium in steady, uniform, trimmed flight. From this, the attitude of the
fuselage may be determined.
Resolving forces in the vertical direction,
W + D sin τc = T cos (θ – B1) – H sin (θ – B1)
and, resolving horizontally,
D cos τc = – T sin (θ – B1) – H cos (θ – B1)
where θ is the angle between the vertical and shaft, positive nose up, and τc is the
angle of climb. Since θ and B1 are small angles.
approximately as
W + D sin τc = T
H + D cos τc = T(B1 – θ)
Since D sin τc is very much smaller than W, then T ≈ W.
The origin of moments O is defined as the point on the shaft met by the
perpendicular from the c.g. If hR is the height of the hub above this point, and lR
the distance of the c.g. forward of this point, taking moments about O and making
the small angle assumption gives
– WlR – ThRB1 + HhR + Mf – Ms(B1 – a1) = 0
where Mf is the fuselage pitching moment and Ms = fbSeR is the centrifugal
moment per unit tilt of all the blades, and fb is a factor depending on the number
of blades.
Solving gives
B1 = (Mf – WlR + HhR + Msa1)/(ThR + Ms)
For very small or zero offset, we can put Ms = 0 and, since T ≈ W, we have
B1 = Mf/WhR – l/h + H/W
and, if the fuselage pitching moment Mf = 0,
B1 = – l/h + H/W
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The denominator of the right-hand side of equation represents the control
moment for unit displacement of the rotor disc relative to the hub axis. The term
ThR is the moment due to the tilt of the thrust vector, which is the only control
moment acting if the hinges are centrally located (e = 0) or the rotor is of the seesaw type. Ms is the centrifugal couple due to the flapping hinge offset.
The importance of the offset hinge moment is that it not only augments the
control power but is also independent of the thrust and can be designed to
provide adequate control power in those flight conditions where the thrust is
temporarily reduced, e.g. the ‘push-over’ manoeuvre or the transition from
powered flight to autorotation.
If Ms and Mf are not zero, the resultant force vector no longer passes
through the c.g. but must exert a moment about it in order to balance the Ms and
Mf moments.
Expressed in terms of the tip path plane, equation becomes
B1 = a1 + HD/W – l/h + Mf /WhR
Now HD, the force component in the plane of the rotor disc, is usually quite
small, so that for given values of l/h and Mf, the cyclic pitch to trim is roughly that
required to eliminate the backward flapping of the rotor. This is a convenient way
of interpreting the cyclic pitch to trim and shows the advantage of using the tip
path plane as a reference plane in this case.

Fig 7.2.1 Helicopter Dynamics
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8. KURARA main carriage
For any aircraft designed it is the carriage or the main body that holds the
payload of the aircraft, let it be any goods, materials needed to be carried, people
etc. Since KURARA is mainly designed for aided services like rescue missions,
onboard medical facilities, transferring heavy aided goods to many places, its
carriage is designed to have many facilities like seating facilities for crew, onboard medical facility and medical beds, heavy load carrier board used in rescue
operations. All these facilities are partitioned inside the carriage.
Total length of the carriage extends to about 13 meters (42ft). It is divided
in to 4 sections. At the leading end height is about 3.5 meters (12ft) and the tail
end height is about 1.8 meters (6ft) giving enough spacing to take larges goods.
To provide higher area and better angling of aircraft wings to have gulled like
structure the carriage is shaped in hexagonal form.

Fig 8.1 body leading end and tail end
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From the tail end of the carriage;
First and second section is designed for on board passengers such as rescue
forces, medical forces and people rescued extending to about 10ft each. Totally
30 people can take seat if we have seating facilities, if it’s a bare flooring we can
fit 50 people.
Third section is designed for on-board rescued passengers who are badly
injured and need immediate medical attention extending to about 10ft. It has
designed to hold 6 bed (3 on each side) and 2 poles (1 on each side) each pole had
3 hooks for hang blood or glucose bottle and a large area for keeping medical
instruments and first aid box as shown in figure 8.3 and figure 8.4.
Fourth section is designed for keeping the supplies for the areas affected
with calamities and also board and rope facility for the rescue purpose extending
to about 12ft. Floor of the section will have facility to open outwards and 2 dual
motors with pulley and rope are fixed at the roofing, and a board or a carry net
can be attached to this pulley as shown in figure 8.5

Fig 8.2 section of carriage
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Fig 8.3 Medical facilities

Fig 8.4 Medical section

Fig 8.5 Rescue facility
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9. Cockpit
A cockpit or flight deck is the area, usually near the front of an aircraft,
from which a pilot controls the aircraft. Most modern cockpits are enclosed,
except on some small aircraft.
The cockpit of an aircraft contains flight instruments on an instrument
panel, and the controls that enable the pilot to fly the aircraft. In most airliners, a
door separates the cockpit from the passenger compartment. After the
September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, all major airlines fortified the cockpit
against access by hijackers.
KURARA cockpit has the geometry of leading end of carriage, conically it is
been elongated. Cockpit is designed for 2 pilots and spacious enough to have all
avionic instruments or it can also be installed with advanced system like touch
screen technology.
Cockpit is designed to have a view ranging from about -30˚ to 210˚ sidewise
and 20˚ to 90˚ upwards, this provides a high range views from cockpit for the
pilot. Since it is designed to be used as aided and rescue missions a decent ground
view is needed and hence the hexagonal cockpit design helps in giving a extended
view from -30˚ to 210˚, so a pilot can view the ground section easily and make the
rescue operations easier and faster.
Cockpit has a vast space for modern equipment and as mentioned earlier
its architecture is to have stealth system.
Cockpit is designed for 2 pilots and has direct door passage from main body
of aircraft.
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Fig 9.1 View from cockpit

Fig 9.2 Side view of cockpit
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Fig 9.3 Cockpit with aviation

10.

Avionics

Avionics are the electronic systems used on aircraft, artificial satellites, and
spacecraft.
Avionic systems include communications, navigation, the display and
management of multiple systems, and the hundreds of systems that are fitted to
aircraft to perform individual functions. These can be as simple as a searchlight
for a police helicopter or as complicated as the tactical system for an airborne
early warning platform.
The term avionics is a portmanteau of the words aviation and electronics.
Modern avionics
Avionics plays a heavy role in modernization initiatives like the Federal
Aviation Administration's (FAA) Next Generation Air Transportation System
project in the United States and the Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR)
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initiative in Europe. The Joint Planning and Development Office put forth a
roadmap for avionics in six areas:







Published Routes and Procedures – Improved navigation and routing
Negotiated Trajectories – Adding data communications to create preferred
routes dynamically
Delegated Separation – Enhanced situational awareness in the air and on
the ground
LowVisibility/CeilingApproach/Departure – Allowing operations with
weather constraints with less ground infrastructure
Surface Operations – To increase safety in approach and departure
ATM Efficiencies – Improving the ATM process

Founded in 1957, the Aircraft Electronics Association (AEA) represents
more than 1,300 member companies, including government-certified
international repair stations specializing in maintenance, repair and installation of
avionics and electronic systems in general aviation aircraft. The AEA membership
also includes manufacturers of avionics equipment, instrument repair facilities,
instrument manufacturers, airframe manufacturers, test equipment
manufacturers, major distributors, engineers and educational institutions.
The cockpit of an aircraft is a typical location for avionic equipment,
including control, monitoring, communication, navigation, weather, and anticollision systems. The majority of aircraft power their avionics using 14- or 28-volt
DC electrical systems; however, larger, more sophisticated aircraft (such as
airliners or military combat aircraft) have AC systems operating at 400 Hz, 115
volts AC. There are several major vendors of flight avionics, including Panasonic
Avionics Corporation, Honeywell (which now owns Bendix/King), Rockwell Collins,
Thales Group, Garmin and Avidyne Corporation.
International standards for avionics equipment are prepared by the Airlines
Electronic Engineering Committee (AEEC) and published by ARINC.
Communications
Communications connect the flight deck to the ground and the flight deck
to the passengers. On-board communications are provided by public address
systems and aircraft intercoms.
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The VHF aviation communication system works on the airband of
118.000 MHz to 136.975 MHz. Each channel is spaced from the adjacent ones by
8.33 kHz in Europe, 25 kHz elsewhere. VHF is also used for line of sight
communication such as aircraft-to-aircraft and aircraft-to-ATC. Amplitude
modulation (AM) is used, and the conversation is performed in simplex mode.
Aircraft communication can also take place using HF (especially for trans-oceanic
flights) or satellite communication.
Navigation
Navigation is the determination of position and direction on or above the
surface of the Earth. Avionics can use satellite-based systems (such as GPS and
WAAS), ground-based systems (such as VOR or LORAN), or any combination
thereof. Navigation systems calculate the position automatically and display it to
the flight crew on moving map displays. Older avionics required a pilot or
navigator to plot the intersection of signals on a paper map to determine an
aircraft's location; modern systems calculate the position automatically and
display it to the flight crew on moving map displays.
Monitoring
The first hints of glass cockpits emerged in the 1970s when flight-worthy
cathode ray tubes (CRT) screens began to replace electromechanical displays,
gauges and instruments. A “glass” cockpit refers to the use of computer monitors
instead of gauges and other analog displays. Aircraft were getting progressively
more displays, dials and information dashboards that eventually competed for
space and pilot attention. In the 1970s, the average aircraft had more than 100
cockpit instruments and controls.
Glass cockpits started to come into being with the Gulfstream G-IV private
jet in 1985. One of the key challenges in glass cockpits is to balance how much
control is automated and how much the pilot should do manually. Generally they
try to automate flight operations while keeping the pilot constantly informed.
Aircraft flight control systems
Aircraft have means of automatically controlling flight. Today automated
flight control is common to reduce pilot error and workload at key times like
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landing or takeoff. Autopilot was first invented by Lawrence Sperry during World
War II to fly bomber planes steady enough to hit precision targets from 25,000
feet. When it was first adopted by the U.S. military, a Honeywell engineer sat in
the back seat with bolt cutters to disconnect the autopilot in case of emergency.
Nowadays most commercial planes are equipped with aircraft flight control
systems in order to reduce pilot error and workload at landing or takeoff.
The first simple commercial auto-pilots were used to control heading and
altitude and had limited authority on things like thrust and flight control surfaces.
In helicopters, auto stabilization was used in a similar way. The first systems were
electromechanical. The advent of fly by wire and electro-actuated flight surfaces
(rather than the traditional hydraulic) has increased safety. As with displays and
instruments, critical devices that were electro-mechanical had a finite life. With
safety critical systems, the software is very strictly tested.
Collision-avoidance systems
To supplement air traffic control, most large transport aircraft and many
smaller ones use a traffic alert and collision avoidance system (TCAS), which can
detect the location of nearby aircraft, and provide instructions for avoiding a
midair collision. Smaller aircraft may use simpler traffic alerting systems such as
TPAS, which are passive (they do not actively interrogate the transponders of
other aircraft) and do not provide advisories for conflict resolution.
To help avoid collision with terrain (CFIT), aircraft use systems such as
ground-proximity warning systems (GPWS), which use radar altimeters as a key
element. One of the major weaknesses of GPWS is the lack of "look-ahead"
information, because it only provides altitude above terrain "look-down". In order
to overcome this weakness, modern aircraft use a terrain awareness warning
system (TAWS).
BlackBoxes
Commercial aircraft cockpit data recorders, commonly known as a “black
box”, store flight information and audio from the cockpit. They are often
recovered from a plane after a crash to determine control settings and other
parameters during the incident.
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Weather systems
Weather systems such as weather radar (typically Arinc 708 on commercial
aircraft) and lightning detectors are important for aircraft flying at night or in
instrument meteorological conditions, where it is not possible for pilots to see the
weather ahead. Heavy precipitation (as sensed by radar) or severe turbulence (as
sensed by lightning activity) are both indications of strong convective activity and
severe turbulence, and weather systems allow pilots to deviate around these
areas.
Lightning detectors like the Stormscope or Strikefinder have become
inexpensive enough that they are practical for light aircraft. In addition to radar
and lightning detection, observations and extended radar pictures (such as
NEXRAD) are now available through satellite data connections, allowing pilots to
see weather conditions far beyond the range of their own in-flight systems.
Modern displays allow weather information to be integrated with moving maps,
terrain, and traffic onto a single screen, greatly simplifying navigation.
Modern weather systems also include wind shear and turbulence detection
and terrain and traffic warning systems. In-plane weather avionics are especially
popular in Africa, India, and other countries where air-travel is a growing market,
but ground support is not as well developed.

Fig 10.1 Mechanical Avionics
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Fig 10.2 typical placement of receivers

Fig 10.3 Advanced touch avionic display

Fig 10.4 Touch display designed for KURARA
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11.

Landing gear

The undercarriage or landing gear in aviation, is the structure that supports
an aircraft on the ground and allows it to taxi, takeoff and land. Typically wheels
are used, but skids, skis, floats or a combination of these and other elements can
be deployed, depending on the surface.
Landing gear usually includes wheels equipped with shock absorbers for
solid ground, but some aircraft are equipped with skis for snow or floats for
water, and/or skids or pontoons (helicopters).
The undercarriage is a relatively heavy part of the vehicle, it can be as much
as 7% of the takeoff weight, but more typically is 4-5%
The number of tires required for a given aircraft design gross weight is
largely determined by the flotation characteristics. Specified selection criterion,
e.g., minimum size, weight, or pressure, are used to select suitable tires and
wheels from manufacturer’s catalog and industry standards found in the Aircraft
Yearbook published by the Tire and Rim Association, Inc.
Gear loading
The choice of the main wheel tires is made on the basis of the static loading
case. The total main gear load
is calculated assuming that the aircraft is taxiing
at low speed without braking:

where is the weight of the aircraft and
and are the distance measured
from the aircraft’s center of gravity(cg) to the main and nose gear, respectively.
The choice of the nose wheel tires is based on the nose wheel load
during braking at maximum effort:
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where is the lift,

is the drag, is the thrust, and

is the height of aircraft cg

from the static groundline. Typical values for on dry concrete vary from 0.35 for
a simple brake system to 0.45 for an automatic brake pressure control system. As
both and are positive, the maximum nose gear load occurs at low speed.
Reverse thrust decreases the nose gear load, and hence the condition
results in the maximum value:

To ensure that the rated loads will not be exceeded in the static and
braking conditions, a seven percent safety factor is used in the calculation of the
applied loads.
KURARA is designed for multi terrain, which includes even water and ununiform ground. So the solution used is combination of wheels and cup shaped
structure helps in floating. It is designed in such a way that tier structure is placed
inside cup structure. Cup structure is fixed to the rod of the wheel with hydraulics.
So the hydraulics helps in moving the cup behind the wheel whenever wheel is
used.

Fig 11.1 Side view of landing gear
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Fig 11.2 Landing gear assembly

12.

Analysis

Fig 12.1 Engine efficiency

Above figure 12.1 shows the graph engine efficiency of the engine that is planned
to be installed in KURARA.
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Fig 12.2 Performance graph of co-axial rotor

The above figure 12.2 shows the performance if co-axial rotor systems.

Fig 12.3 CL/CD Graph of tilt rotor systems
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Above graph in the figure 12.3 shows the CL/CD of tilt rotor system

Fig 12.4 performance of air breather engines at various conditions

Figure 12.4 gives the graph that explains how air breather engine performs at
various conditions.

Fig 12.5 Hover power v/s airspeed
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Graph of hovering power with airspeed is shown in figure 12.5.

Fig 12.6 Stability of Wing of KURARA

Figure 12.6 shows the stability of KURARA’s wing structure for applying different
loads on it.

Fig 12.7 Performance of 4 blade system

Performance analysis of 4 blade technology is depicted in figure 12.7
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Design Images

Fig i : vertical take-off configuration sketch
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Fig ii : Forward movement configuration sketch
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Fig iii : Rescue purpose assembly

Fig iv : Assembled KURARA
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Fig v : Front and rear view of KURARA
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Fig vi : Bird in flight 1
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Fig vii : Bird in flight 2
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Fig viii : Bird in flight 3
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Fig ix : Bird in flight 4
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13.

Conclusion

KURARA is an advanced aircraft system with the combination of helicopter
and jet technology, along with combinations of co-axial rotor, dual rotor and tilt
rotor system, with M-wing configuration and gull structure. Hence it provides best
vertical take-off and speed to the aircraft. It also helps in hovering at low altitude.
“Power of jet in a hovercraft or even vise versa”
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“Advancement in technology should be for the mankind
and not against the mankind.”
---Kiran G
“Logic can take you from A to B. Imagination will take
you everywhere”
---Albert Einstein
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